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Industry in Growth and Development:

A Review of Contending Development Policy Advisory Directions

Abstract

This paper attempts to draw out, from the voluminous material available on economic growth in

its relation to industry and development, the cogent factors and variables, which can serve as a

basis for policy-making. It takes a global, macro- and micro-level view, cognisant of the nested

nature of factors and variables and their articulation in policies. Formally, there seem to be some

basic, limited in number, factors and variables that should be taken into consideration for policy

craft. Ultimately, how specific policy advisory directions, in a particular country, are designed

and implemented -- and changed in time and space according to circumstances -- appear to

depend on 'deep determinants' of development that have their provenance in the geo-

topographical, demographic, resource endowment, and institutional dynamics (political, social

and cultural history) of the country and its people.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to use a literature review to raise a number of issues, in broad terms,

concerning the development policy advisory directions (and their factors and variables) available

in the public domain with respect to industry and growth. This is attempted with a view to

indicating tentatively the 'state-of-art' policies and for stimulating discussion. Clearly, given the

multi-disciplinary and increasingly emergene nature of economic systems and therefore policy

relevant to the economics of industry and growth and development [Arthur, Durlauf and Lane

(1997)], the task is enormous. It is therefore important to indicate from the outset the

delimitations and approach taken that is germane to such a paper.

Development policy advisory directions are embedded in the results of policy analysis -- itself the

outcome of various kinds of economic research, in the broadest sense of the term. Necessarily,

the approach taken herein has the form of a literature review (bearing in mind the vast amount

of published material available).' It reports findings with a view to their policy implications and

refrains, as far as is possible, from comparisons of theoretical positions. It avoids value

judgements, notwithstanding the reality that, when all is said and done, development and the

policies that mayor may not engender it are about normative economics. It is not possible

therefore to cover everything in the literature of industrial growth and socio-economic

development and poverty reduction' ftom the antecedents to, and from, the first development

decade. Yet, despite the constrained 'policy space' available to developing countries, it is worth

noting that there are policy lessons and prescriptions from the early days of development

thinking that may still be valid [Bernstein (1973); Spero (1977); George (1988);Jones (2002)].

1

Given the multi-disciplinary nature of the subject matter, the sources of empirical literature are

unavoidably eclectic. The delimitations are therefore somewhat difficult to define precisely.

However, the traditional sources of recent vintage from the development community and key

research institutes arc very much evident.4 This review focuses on economic literature.

In the sense of emergence of complexity in economic systems as non-linear processes [Crutchfield (1994);
Durlauf (1998); Kwasnicki (1996); Krugman (1996a, 1996b)].
For example, from the United Nations agencies, Think-tanks and NGOs, in the form of thematic reports;
country-specific reports; and specific development, industry and growth research papers.
\X1ithout making inherent value judgments, these terms could be considered somewhat tautological.
World Bank, HviF, UN and, for example, National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), Centre for
Economic Policy Research (CEPR) and Oxford Instihlte for Economic Policy (OXONIA) and, inter alia, Centre
for International Development at Harvard University, Brookings Institution, A. T. Kearney and l.kKinsey and
Company.



This literature reView, for policy advisory directions, is cognisant of the different but nested

levels, not only of the various policy analyses but also of the resulting advice --ranging as they do

from the macro- to micro- and fIrm-level at which, for instance, the direct employment effects

are manifest; and from the academically and technically complex' to the seemingly superfIcial.(,

The nested characteristics render the boundaries of empitical literature and policy imprecise. It

goes without saying that the different levels of policy advisory interact, and macro-level policy

instruments affect micro-level activity; and micro-level instruments can have effects at the

macro-level.

The challenges of the review and delimits present several important aspects -- vital to the debate

on economic growth regarding which policy advice and associated instruments are best; under

which defIned circumstances; and when to switch between the different types of policy

instruments? These are fIrst, the accessibility of policy advisory to policy makers in developing

countries (DCs), least developed countries (LDCs) and transition economies (TEs).' Secondly,

the actionability of policy levers by DCs. Thirdly, the transferability of policy lessons learned

under differing circumstances in different countries. Fourthly, timeliness [Redding (2005);

Devezas and Modelski (2003)J as different policies and policy levers are coupled with lags and

therefore take different amounts of time to work.' Fifthly, the path dependency of development.

The fact of the matter is that policy advice directed to the assisted COlUitryand its policy makers,

invariably takes place within an evolutionary context that is pardy the outcome of path

dependence. Sequencing therefore matters and outcomes from "particular courses of action,

once introduced, can be virtually impossible to reverse." [pierson (2000, p. 251J There is also the

issue of the receptive environment in the assisted country being sensitive to initial conditions

such that, in comparison with others, "minor initial changes have enormous implications." [page

(2006, p. 91)] Policy advice, therefore, has to deal with the related causes of path dependency,

namely, increasing returns, self-reinforcement, positive feedback and lock-in.

For example, from the NBER programmes which currendy include: economic fluctuations and growth,
industrial organization, monetary economics, productivity. and public economics,
There are from the Donor community and others in the development community increasing calls for developing
countries to adopt 'prudent macroeconomic policies', 'good policies' and 'good institutions' [Chang (200Sa)].
For brevity the term developing countries (Des) will be used throughout to designate the non-industrialised
counties as pcr the UNIDO International Yearbook of Industrial Statistics 2007.
Partly due to cyclical behaviour in socio-economic development processes such as the Kitchin, Juglar, Kuznets
and Kondratiev cycles (waves). In the really long view of development there are even longer cycles [Kwasnicki
(2000)].
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In spite of such challenges, the continued growth of the 'Development Business" and the

increasing volume of policy analysis material,1Oit is possible to demarcate various policy advisory

directions which are empirically significant. However, it is imperative to signal notes of caution

with respect to the national crucibles into which contending policy advisory directions may be

placed. These notes of caution, reflective of the challenges of wrestling policy from the literature

and applying it, are encapsulated by the following quotes:

"It is senseless to launch an economic development programme in a country

which lacks political stability and does not have a government that sticks to

that programme in the knowledge that, one day, it will be recognized and

rewarded by the voters".

[Albert Winsemius in Tamboer K., 1996, J\lbert Winsemius: 'Founding

Father' of Singapore, International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS), IIASN-

9, Summer]

"More than money is required to give a less-developed country a firm start.

Also required arc certain conditions in the aided nation. These include

careful planning and clearly defmed goals, a strong commitment of local

resources to the pursuit of these goals, determination by the government and

people alike to get on with the job and, most important of all, a concurrent

commitment to the promotion of social justice. Given these conditions, the

possibility of external assistance contributing successfully to economic and

social development is good; without them it is non-existent."

[UNESCO Final Report - Conference of African Ministers of Education,

Addis Ababa, 15-25/5/1961, p. 19, para. 33].

3

The quotes above contain conceivably the most invaluable of all policy advice. Since the onset

of the concept of "Development Decades" (1960s onwards) 11 the dimensions of policy advisory

direction and policy development in general, and policy for industrial development in particular,

to DCs, have been changing. The volume of policy analysis has gready expanded, as has the

According to the Economist, 31 July 1999, a survey of the new geopolitics, there were 62 states in 1914, 74 in
1946, 149 in 1978 and 193 in 1999, and most of them are relatively poor in per capita GDP terms.

\() As an illustration of just one of the rnulti-disciplines in economic research ~- producti'i.rityrelated -- a mere 40 or
50 core papers yields a body of some 2,500 references. Key word searches (growth development) yields 12,500
documents from the Brookings Institution and over 2,000 papers from ~fcKinsey and Company.

II Four Development Decades (1960-2000) and two Industrial Development Decades for Africa (1980-2000) have
been designated by the UN (hltp:ll\vw·\V.nalis.gov.tt/National-UN-D<lys/UN IN'rEH ..l'\J~-\TION..t\_L).



number and variety of organisations (and institutions) offering differing qualities of policy

advisory services for development.\2 In sharp contrast to these changes, it is arguable that the

'policy space' -- broadly speaking, the freedom at hand for generating policy options, and to set

economic policies and calibrate them in the national interest -- is increasingly restricted [Levitt

(2006); Hamwey (2005); Ayala and Gallagher (2005); Hoekman (2004); Chang (2002)].

In relation to the diminishing degrees of national freedom to set policy options, Harris-White

(2005, p. 1) thought-provokingly throws down a gaundet to the policy community. Accordingly,

she states that "while it may be possible to mitigate poverty through social transfers, it is not

possible to eradicate the processes that create poverty under capitalism ..... i) the creation of pre-

conditions; ii) petty commodity production and trade; iii) technological change and

unemployment; iv) (petty) commodification; v) harmful commodities and waste; vi) pauperising

crisis; vii) climate-change-related pauperisation; and viii) the un-required and/or incapacitated

and/or dependent human body under capitalism."

The increasingly restricted policy space \3 is crucial when considering policy advisory directions

because thc restriction is occurring at a time of burgeoning policy analysis and, generally, in an

increasingly interdependent world denoted by almost diametrically opposing views on

globalisation\4 [Schaefer (2006); Das (2005); Stiglitz (2002); Dollar and Kraay (2001)]. The broad

implications of more advisory organisations, more analyses, and less policy space, point in the

direction of having to continuously rethink about industry and growth policies and development

strategies [Rodrik (2004)] -- hardly a simple task. And yet continuously great effort is put into

this thinking and rethinking; not only because of the "bewildering and indecisive literature"

[Sheffrin and Triest (1995, p. 1)] but also because the accessibility, actionability and

12 In addition to the traditional sources for policy advice, manifest as the development community of the multi~
lateral agencies of the UN system, other organisations include NGOs, Think-tanks, specialised university centres
of excellence, as well as the large accounting firms and, in some cases, private military companies (P;\ICs). One
such PI\IC group is the Control Risks Group, which offers «Governance and Development" services. These
range from "Stabilisation Programme Design and Implementation", "Investor Assessment and Advice", and
"Training and Awareness Programmes" - all of which involve policy advisory directions to some extent
(http://\vww.crg.com). \Vorldpress.org lists over 300 organisations in the category 1bink-tanks and NGOs for
example; and according to Adam Lerrick, Professor of Economics at Carnegie ;\Jellon University, "Good
intentions at the expense of the poor", Financial Times, 2/Allgust/2006, p. 11, ''There arc now 40,000 NGOs;
3,000 have consultative status at the United Nations, triple the 1995 number."

13 It is arguable that the severe difficulties in the progress of the DOH.A Round of Trade Negotiations of the
\VI'O is partly a consequence of perceptions of increasingly restricted policy space and its national (domestic)
ramifications [fhe Economist, 29 July 2006, The future of Globalization p. 11; special report - World Trade in
the Twilight of DOH1\, pp.65-66].

H For example, Globalisationguide.org indicates 17 'pro-globalisation' policy-related Think-tanks and institutes;
and 18 that are 'anti-globalization', and a further 24 academic resources on globalization. See also Alternatives to
Economic Globalization, A Report of The International Forum on Globalization, 2002, San Francisco: Berrett-
KoeWer Publishers.
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transferability, referred to earlier, seem so remote from policy makers -- and not just in DCs.1S It

is pertinent here to emphasise that the indecisive literature" continues to be so and is a source of

contention between policy advisory directions. Regardless of shortcomings in operations of

methodology, data inadequacies and the differing assumptions that have to be made in economic

modelling and policy analysis, different analyses come to conclusions with varying degrees of

concurrence.17

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Part 2, which provides a global overview, invites

reflection, by looking at a few significant maps, on the persistent patterns of development. Part

3 presents a macro-level view of some of the enabling conditions, factors and variables within

which policy advisory directions may be provided. This is done bearing in mind the close

relationship between the enabling conditions [Chollet and Goldgeier (2005-06); Hamre and

Sullivan (2002)], factors, variables and the policies themselves." Part 4 focuses on the micro-

level and brings to light some of the issues which point to policy advisory directions with respect

to some aspects of competitiveness and management. Part 5 concludes.

5

2. Persistent Patterns in Industrial Growth

It appears that, perhaps irrespective of policy action, patterns of countries' industrial growth and

development have long-term concentrated and spatially structured characteristics, which change

relatively slowly [Venables (2006); Sachs (2001)]. Evidence indicates that the direction of change,

15 As recently as ivfarch 2006, the Il\fF dedicated its volume 43, issue No.1 of Finance and Development to
undcrstanding gtowth, and various aspects of rethinking growth including: growth diagnostics and analysis;
directions for research and pohcy~making; barriers to growth; policy levers; and, especially growth acceleration
with respect to Africa, which arguably has experience dis-development since the 'Lost Decades' of the 1980s and
1990s [Easterly (2001); Elliot (2003)].

Ie, From an academic perspective, this is to be expected as different schools of thought contend.
17 For example, the conclusion of Rodrik et al. (2002) that institutions are paramount for growth implies that, while

the Sachs (2001) geography argument for tropical underdevelopment is cogent along with the O'Rourke (2001)
view that globalisation (increasing economic integration and trade) has assisted convergence between countries
in the late nineteenth and twentieth Centuries, it is ultimately the quality of decision-making within good 'rules-
of-the-game' that account for industrial growth and development

18 There is the issue of causality between these factors (which can be seen as capabilities), variables, policies and
effects, which can be intractable unless tested for under rigorous assumptions and conditions lGranger (1969))_
See, for example, Oxley and Greasley (1998, p. 1387) who test for the causes of the British Industrial Revolution
and find, perhaps surprisingly, that "to the extent that the first industrial revolution offers a template, exports
appear not to provide a simple pathway to industrialization."; Sheffrin and Triest (1995) who test for causality
among initial development level, human capital, growth, investment in equipment, non-equipment investment,
openness, and political stability; Bose and Haque (2005, p. 95) who flid that "using both informal and formal
causality tests ..... for a set of developing countries the strong association is the result of the effect running from
growth to public investment rather than vice versa".



10 terms of eeonom1C convergence, actually points to widening differentials" between the

industrialised countries (ICs) and developing (non-industrialised) countries (DCS),2IJand within

countries where spatial inequalities have been growing.21 Kiliyaslan and Taymaz (2006, p. 1)

using UNIDO's industrial statistics database, find that the industrial structures of ICs and DCs

"change over time, but they do not converge, i.e., the "polarized'" structure in the world

economy is persistent in spite of all change in industrial structure". This may actually not be

surprising when one looks at various 'economic' maps that depict the world. In terms and

visuals that reflect industry and growth, one observes this persistent pattern of a centre (of

industrial development) and a periphery (of relative underdevelopment) repeated over and over

again.22 Irrespective of the level of the unit of analysis, nation-states or world system,23 the

centre comprises ICs and the periphery DCs.

Sachs (2001) fmds the same persistence in that, considering the centre as climatically temperate,

and the periphery as non-temperate, whereas temperate regions have increased their GDP per

capita (1990 international dollars) by around 13 times, non-temperate regions' increase is only

some five times over the 1820-1992 period. Gallup and Sachs (1999) point to the persistent

pattern through factors of economic geography indicating that 70 per cent of cross-country

variation in per capita income is down to health (malaria), oil and gas endowments, coastal access

and transport costs. More itnportandy, anticipating Kiliyaslan and Taymaz (2006), the ratio of

non-temperate to temperate GDP per capita has dropped from 0.68 to 0.25 respectively. When

the centre-periphery view is interpreted in terms of the dynamics of international trade the

persistent pattern again emerges albeit with a distinct regional orientation [Krempel and Plumper

(2003)).

19 From an economic geography perspective, this should not come as a surprise, as proximity is conducive to
productivity not only because of reduced transaction costs but also due to knowledge spillover efficiencies in
product and labour markets. See, for example, Rosenthal and Strange (2004).

20 Defined according to UNIDO 2007 International Yearbook of Industrial Statistics.
21 For example, as a consequence of policy, the j\.laquilladora of the .tvfexico-United States border region in

comparison with the rest of ~fexico; the Southeast coastal China special economic zones in contrast with the
\Vestem hinterland; and even in the European Union, which has the special programme -- Europe of the
Regions -- to address spatial inequalities.

22 Such depictions, inter alia, are, for example, the artificial night sky brightness (Light Pollution Science and
Technology Institute); the technology map of the world a. Sachs, Technology Divide, The Economist,
22/Junc/2000); Global Optical Fibre Submarine Systems (Alcatel); and the Digital Access Index (International
Telecommunications Union). Several other illustrations of this persistence of economic development patterns
are provided by the Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis, University College, London.

23 See Giovanni Arrighi, 2000, Globalization and Historical ~vIacrosociology,in Janet Abu~Lughod, Ed., Sociology
for the Twenty-First Century: Continuities and Cutting Edges, Chicago: Chicago University Press, pp. 117-133.
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UNCTAD's World Investment Reports (1991-2005) disclose a series of maps of investment and

industrial production showing the distribution of global economic activity as a function of

foreign direct investment (FDI). Despite increasing, but asymmetric, FDI flows to DCs since

1980,24 the same persistent pattern of industrial development emerges with high intensities at the

centre and lower intensities at the periphery.

This overarching pattern raises a number of interrelated questions (which are as old as the hills)

concerning the reasons why, despite the evidence [Lynch (2003)] of long-waves of techno-

economic development (Kondratiev waves), according to F6ldvari and van Zanden (2006, p. 25)

"the share of countries converging is not growing consistendy in time, in particular because after

1973 many countries seem to leave the convergence club"." Despite the public domain

availability of policy advisory, why has global inequality continued to grow and, in spite of

globalisation, why is the 'North'-'South' divide persistent? Sachs (2001) concludes (and thus

points to a ftrst set of policy advisory directions) that the complexly interlinked causes are:

relatively high difftculties in mobilising energy resources in non-temperate regions (the 'South'

which is comparatively underdeveloped vis-a-vis the 'North'); poor public health systems;2!>weak

agriculture; and the slow "demographic transition from high fertility and mortality rates to low

fertility and mortality rates"(op. cit. Abstract).

7

At a broader level, with respect to the post-industrial revolution patterns mentioned above, given

the influence of path dependency [David (2001)], it appears -- again pointing to policy advisory

directions -- that: history and the natural environment (from a comparative advantage

perspective) matter; as do the quality of political institutions and decision-making (how the

'rules-of-the-games' are devised, agreed, acted upon and contested) in society; as well as social

capacities and technological capabilities. History (retroactively is not amenable to policy)," and

the natural environment may not be so readily amenable to the application of policy

2..\ See UNIDO, 2003, Guidelines for Investment Promotion Agencies: Foreign Direct Investment to Developing
Countries, Vienna: UNIDO.

25 See :0.111\IEO,«Global income distribution and convergence 1800-2000", Peter Foldvari (\X'anvick University)
and Jan Luiten van Zanden (IISH/Utrecht University), 2006, p. 25. An important qualification to this is that
while countries may be diverging in growth terms, "The share of the world population converging is growing
over time, and has continued to increase after 1973" (op. cit. p. 25). However, since 1820, overall global
inequality has increased (op. cit. p. 15).

26 The positive link between population healthiness and economic advancement is the subject of the i\.Jarch2004,
Vol. 44, No.1 of Finance and Development (I~'1F).

27 See Chang Ha-Joon, 2002, Kicking Away the Ladder: How the Economic and Intellectual Histories of
Capitalism Have Been Re-\'V'ritten to Justify Neo-Liberal Capitalism, Post-autistic Economic Review, Issue No.
15, 4/September/2002, l\rticle 3, for a provocative analysis of the policy options available to developing
countries in historical context.



instrunlents.2R However, the social capital, governance, socia-technological absorptive capacities,

and institutional capabilities of DCs are certainly amenable to policies and policy instruments.

Other pointers to policy advisory directions emerge from Fagerberg and Srholec (2005) who

conclude, from a factor analysis of 29 socio-economic and technological variables for 135

countries over 1992-2002, that five capabilities assist in explaining the persistence of economic

patterns of industrial growth, productivity and income differentials among countries. These

capabilities are: knowledge" (in the sense of the national ability to increasingly generate and

manipulate data, information, knowledge and cultivate the wisdom to enable the absorption of

technology and manage its application to solving local problems); openness to external sources

of technological knowledge (in the sense that trade openness -- given improvements in

macroeconomic reforms, concerning labour markets for instance -- and growth are positively

correlated) [Chang et al. (2005)]; development of the capital and fmancia1 system (in the sense

that, although the precise relationships between legal, politica1, fmancial, institutional and capital

market variables are difficult to discern, financial factors and systems3l1 affect growth outcomes)

[Bordo and Rousseau (2006)]; the quality of governance (meaning basically national abilities in

minimising and/or moderating the incentive structures that lead variously to rent-seeking and

corrupt behaviour) [Kaufmann (2005)]; and the extent of democracy'! (in the sense d,at

representational electoral systems, universal suffrage and non-violent political change are linked

to growth) [Bordo and Rousseau (2006); Persson and Tabellini (2006a, 2006b)].

The weight of evidence at the global level points to factors that signal some of the variables,

which could serve as the basis for policy-making. One important factor, (the role of)

institutions, deserves more attention as institutions invariably constitute the manner of decision-

making in society [North (1990)]. While the literature does not indicate unanimity, it seems that

28 However, with respect to the atmospheric environment, clearly the result of the outcomes of various policies
and associated instruments is that, in terms of climate change, the environment is amenable to policy (see
Richard Black, 'Clear human impact on climate', BBC News website, 3 i\'1ay2006) with respect to ftnal report,
Temperature Trends in the Lower Atmosphere: Steps for Understanding and Reconciling Differences, u.S.
Climate Change Science Program, Synthesis and Assessment Product 1.1, April 2006.

29 The World Development Report (1998/99 World Bank) entitled "Knowledge for Development"' indicated the
critical importance of two types of knowledge crucial to DCs, namely, knowledge about technology; and
knowledge about attributes (focusing on qualities about training the labour force) .

.10 It is germane that one regular publication of the HvIF entitled "Finance and Development" has analysed for
policy advisory directions, the various ftnancial systems ofDCs. For example: Islamic Financial Systems aune
1997); Resilience of Financial Systems to Shocks (Decemher 2004); Financial Flows to ",-frica Gune 1997); CIS-7
Countries Financial Systems (December 2003); Financial Systems Soundness ([vlarch 1997) etc .

.1! See j\fark Gradstein, Democracy, Property Rights, Redistribution and Economic Growth, CEPR Discussion
Paper, No. 5130, June 2005, for an articulation of the relationship between institutional quality and democracy
and growth.
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the characteristics, qualities and performance of national institutions are crucial to growth." One

aspect of this policy variable that needs addressing is the measurement issue -- what are the most

appropriate measures of institutional characteristics, quantities and performance? [Aron (2000)].

Mauro (1995) who shows a correlation between low bureaucratic efficiency and low political

stability suggests that institutional quality is important in how poor judicial systems, corruption

and 'red tape' hinder growth.'1

The implication for policy advisory direction is that, given the correlation between institutions

and growth, but not the direction of causality according to Aron (2000 p. 115), it is difficult to

prescribe whether DCs should concentrate on growth and then deal with their institutions, or

whether they should 'fix' their institutions14 in order to grow? There is also the thorny question

of when and to where policy makers in DCs should switch their policy attention? With regard to

the LDCs -- the majority in Africa -- institutions and their qualities seem to matter a great deal

[Ayittey (1992, 2005)]. The implications for industrial growth are that the five capabilities of

Fagerberg and Srholec (2005) have to be developed, maintained diligently, and increased over

time through policies that generate the capabilities effectively and efficiently. This is easier said

than done, as the long-term growth performance of countries since the late 1800s shows

[Maddison (1993)]. And then there is the issue of which of the five policy areas -- knowledge,

openness, capital and financial markets, quality of governance, and extent of democracy -- should

be prioritised for policy implementation; and what should be the sequencing of the others? The

next part attempts to shed some light on the macroeconomic variables (for policy) responsible

for growth dynamics.

9

32 Governance and institutions are intensively analyscd and studied so much so that a casual search of\Xiorld Bank
documents and reports yields over 9,000 dealing with national governance (kcY'.vord)alone. Recently, the \Vorld
Bank has focused on institutions in its \'\forld Development Reports of 1997,2002,2003,2004. The I~1F's
World Economic Outlook Reports have focused on institutions in the 2003, 2005 (April), 2005 (September)
reports.

33 An informed view of the Corruption Perceptions Index 2005 from Transparency International
(\v,\v'i.v.tran::>parellcy .oqr) indicates an inverse association between economic standards of living and the amount
of cormption in an economy. See Global Cormption Report 2006 .

.H According to Alan Greenspan there are "three important characteristics influencing growth: (1) the extent of a
country's openness to trade and its integration with the rest of the world, (2) the quality of a country's
institutional infrastructure, and (3) the success of its policymakers in implementing the measures necessary for
macroeconomic stability." (Remarks by the U. S. Federal Reserve Board Chairman at Banco de i\{exico's 2nd

International Conference «:rvfacroeconomic stability, ftnancial markets, and economic development", i\.{exico
City, 12 November 2002).



3. Macro-level Conditioning Factors

The persistent patterns of long-term growth in the world economy are ultimately manifest at the

national level of each country. However, before attempting to portray the macroeconomic

factors and variables, which make up the pool from which policy advisory directions may be

taken, it is useful to sketch briefly some of the stylised facts as a background, given the vast

amount of empirical literature on national policies for economic growth."

Each of the stylised facts, in turn, points to a general direction for policy advisory but does not

disclose the specific details relevant to the national unit of analysis as to how the appropriate sets

of particular policies should be configured in space and time; how they should be calibrated (and

re-calibrated) according to the changing circumstances of the country in question (and those in

its neighbourhood and far abroad); what knowledge is required of policy makers to configure

and calibrate the sets of policies? In addition to these questions, Andersen and Gruen (1995, p.

280) indicate the complex and difficult nature of crafting and designing macroeconomic policies

for growth by posing the simple question "How should 'macroeconomic policies' be defined and

measured and through which channels do 'good' or 'bad' policies affect growth?"

First, according to Easterly and Levine (2001, p. 2), the between-country differences in the level

of, and GDP, growth rate per capita are better explained by total factor productivity (TFP) -- a

"something else" -- rather than factor accumulation. The models of TFP place emphasis

variously on technology, technological change [Romer (1990)], barriers to technology diffusion

and externalities." These point to policy advisory directions which emphasise and encourage,

through incentives, public (and private) investment; and investment in research and development

(R&D)" and innovation." In contrast to Easterly and Levine (2001), Baier et al. (2006, p. 42)

conclude from an analysis of 45 countries over 1900-2000 that "little of the average growth of

output per worker across the world is directly due to growth of TFP: 14% for all countries."

35 A typically serious empirical paper on policies for growth and development may have well over 100 references
with dates of works starting from the 19505.

}(, See, for example, Lucas (1988) for how technological spillovers, economies of scale effects and technological
complementarities assist in explaining the way TFP affects output.

37 It is not without reason that the share of government public spending as a percentage of GDP for 16 of the
most industrialised cOWltries has risen on average from below 10 per cent to over 45 per cent (with the highest
individual expenditure exceeding 60 per cent) from 1870 to 1990. See Kwasnicki (2000) for the role of
innovation.

38 There is similarly a vast literature on innovation and industrial growth (see Danish Research Unit for Industrial
Dynamics Biannual Conferences since 1995) which can serve as a pool for policy advisory direction.
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Furthermore, "other regions have less, negligible, and even negative growth of TFP ...

consistent with the importance of institutional changes and conflicts."

The policy implications, given that "over long periods of time, the growth of output per worker

is associated with accumulation of physical and human capital and technological change" [01" cit.

p. 42], arc that physical accumulation and education are important for growth and should not be

ignored at the expense of other variables of growth. UNIDO's own review on assisting DCs to

master and absorb technology" points to the multi-faceted aspects of such policy advisory

direction ranging from the encouragement of more tangible investment, for example, in

(technical) education [Barro (1997)] to the more intangible aspects such as fostering improved

social capital formation.

Secondly, across countries, national macroeconomic performance points to divergence not

convergence over the long-run.'" Thirdly, it is important to appreciate, in the context of a review

for policy directions, that "growth is remarkably unstable over time. The correlation of per

capita growth in 1977-92 with per capita growth in 1960-76 across 135 countries is only .08"

[Easterly and Levine (2001, p. 20)]. This presents a real dilemma to policy makers regarding the

configuration, calibration and switching (on/off, and between) policy variables'! Fourthly,

economic activity powering growth "is highly concentrated" (01" cit. p. 22). Furthermore, "this

concentration has a fractal-like quality: it recurs at all levels of analysis, from the global level

down to the city level. This concentration suggests that some regions have "something" that

attracts all factors of production, while others do not." (01" cit. Pl" 22_23)'2 In the context of

macroeconomic variables, "each factor of production flows to where it is already abundant." (01"

cit. p. 27).43 Fifthly, while there are contending empirical results -- and hence some disagreement

:W See Frank L. Bartels, 2005, UNIDO's Contribution to Technological Development: Enhancing Developing
Countries' Ability to Absorb and ~Iastc[Technology, IPT Technology Paper Series, No. 4/05, September .

.to This echoes earher findings referred to above as well as the work of Durlauf and Quah (1998) on empirics of
growth economics that points to a bifurcation in country income levels post-1960 such that there is now a bi-
modal distribution of income levels with rich countries remaining rich and poor countries remaining poor; and
with few countries moving from one distribution to the other .

..I Given a stable political environment this is achievable, however the high rates of conflict and instability that has
attended the LDCs since the lWiGs has done immeasurable damage to the policy makers' ability to design and
implement policy. See l\lerewth (2005) and Guest (2005) for an analysis pertinent to Africa. The University of
rvfaryland's Centcr for International Development and Conflict ivfanagcment Study "Statc Failure Task Force
Report: Phase III Findings, 2003, points to instabilities (political, ethnic, religious fragmentations) as significant
in the lack of growth .

.. 2 An illustration of this concentration shows that the top 20 countries with some 15 per cent of global population
produce some 50 pcr cent of global GDP. In the United States, 50 per cent of GDP is produced by cities
occupying 6 per cent of land area.

.. 3 Among the arresting examples of this phenomena arc labour towards rich countries; human capital ('Brain
Drain') to the industrialized countries; capital flows to thc 'North'.
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on which factors and variables aDimate economic growth, and on the measure of their

coefficients or elasticties -- policy, overall, is crucially linked to socia-economic advancement.

These macroeconomic variables, in particular, their importance in relation to growth, are

addressed in the following section.

Unequivocally, a prerequisite for sustained economic growth -- in which industry is able to play

the major part -- is stable macroeconomic conditions. Fischer's (1993) seminal empirical analysis

articulates the key policy variables while cautioning that a stable macroeconomic environment

alone is insufficient. The key policy variables, namely, rate of inflation, budget surplus and black

market exchange premium, are significantly correlated with growth rate. As inflation is

negatively correlated with growth, the direction of policy should be to target inflation44 as part of

monetary policy to avoid inflation variability, because inflation reduces capital accumulation, and

investment. Despite the negative correlation between inflation and growth, as an illustration of

the difficulties in policy advisory directions and policy setting, Ball and Sheridan (2003) find that

"there is no evidence that inflation targeting improves performance." (op. cit. Abstract).

Nevertheless, the reason why inflation is a key policy variable is due to its impact on productivity

growth. Fischer (1993, p. 16) finds that "an increase in the inflation rate by 100 per cent is

associated with a decline in the rate of productivity growth of 1.8 per cent per annum."

Another key macroeconomic policy variable is the budget surplus which is positively correlated

to growth. Increases in the budget sutplus and improvements in the terms of trade [Fischer

(1993, p. 16)], are positively correlated with increases in productivity growth." Caballero et al.

(2004) in looking at 'speculative' growth describe a feedback mechanism "from increased growth

to an increase in the supply of effective funding ... when an expansion comes with technological

progress in the capital producing sector, when fiscal rules generate sustained fiscal surpluses"

(op. cit. Abstract). Clearly, from a policy perspective -- notwithstanding the political pressures

·H See Ben S. Bernanke~"A perspective on inflation ~argeting"for an exposition of the highly complex operational
side of policy~making with respect to the inflation macroeconomic variable; "the principles by which the policy
committee decides how to set its policy instrument, typically a short-term interest rate"; and the process of
communicating the policy objectives of inflation targeting. (Remarks by Governor (FRB) Ben S. Bernanke, at the
Annual \Vashington Policy Conference of the National Association of Business Economists, 25/j\1arch/2003.
\X!ashington D.C.); and Bernanke and Woodford (2004) for a comprehensive view of the policy 'art'; and Croce
and Khan (2000) for a simpler demonstration of inflation targeting as a policy measure for sustaining growth .

.+5 See, for example, testimony of FRB Chairman Alan Greenspan, 'The State of the Economy", before the
Committee on The Budget, U. S. Senate, 24/January /2002 indicating "the re-emergence ..... of moderate unified
budget surpluses ..... By lowering the publicly held federal deficit and freeing up private saving to be channelled
into capital investment."; and testimony of FRB Chairman Ben S. Bernanke, "Outlook for the U.S. Economy"
before the Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress, 27/ April/2006, stating that "actions to move the federal
budget towards a more sustainable position would do a great deal to help ensure the future prosperity of our
country."
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incumbent on government, and (eten;' paribus -- government spending should not outpace

government revenues4G Fischer (1993) finds that budget deficits are significantly correlated with

low growth through lower capital accumulation and lower productivity growth, (and probably

lower investment).47 Fischer (1993) finds further that foreign exchange rate policy which does

not lead to market distortion manifest in the black market premium is conducive to growth.

Fischer's (1993) findings are supported by more recent studies."

13

Since Fischer's (1993) study, other empirical studies have continued to disclose additional

important policy factors and variables, notably Akinlo (2005) who points to macroeconomic

variables on TFP for sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries, and Andersen and Gruen (1995) who

discuss the macroeconomic framework that is conducive to growth. Given the role of TFp47

Akinlo (2005) finds that, for 34 SSA countries over the period 1980-2002: increasing external

debt and inflation arc negatively correlated with TFP; low agricultural value-added share of GDP

is negatively correlated with TFP; and increases in human capital, exports share of GDP, credit

of private sector share of GDP, FDI share of GDP, and manufacturing value-added share of

GDP are all positively correlated with TFP.

While these point to policy advisory directions of macroeconomic stability, technology and

education, FDI and the private sector, the actual policies, in terms of debt management, fiscal

responsibility, and the configuration of incentives and direct support which will enable human

capital formation without disruption and attract FDI, remain difficult to define precisely. And,

anyway, the actual policies and their configuration would need to be country specific and

designed to be applied with reference to local conditions. Nevertheless, evidence indicates that

human capital and social capital are elements of the "deep determinants of economic

..\6 See, for example, Henderson (2006).

..\7 See DeLong's (2000, p. 13) analysis oED. S. investment during the 1982-1989 business cycle in which "the
nominal share of investment in GDP fell as the expansion proceeded (due to) a decline in the savings rate, and
the large budget deficits that had emerged during the 19805."

.J-g See, for example, Bekaert et al. (2005, p. 26) who find "a significantly positive relation between the black market
premiwn and the (growth) volatility ratio (consumption growth volatility to GDP growth volatility)". An
important adjunct to this aspect of distorted exchange is the role of military spending in Des which leads to
higher black market premium in turn leading to lower growth prospects [Bahmani-Oskooee and Goswami
(2006)J. See also Tsangarides (2005, p. 15) who finds the following as "very strongly" rohnst growth
determinants: inflation; fiscal balance to GDP; overall investment to GDP; government consumption to GDP;
initial income; polity; terms of trade; tropical geography; trade terms; and black market premium. \'(lith specific
reference to Africa, the additional determinant variables are: democracy; civil war; and dept service to GDP. See
also Redding and Venables (2004) who point to the importance of market access in increasing per capita income
through augmenting exports as well as the level of exports in GDP - a 1 per cent increase in exports raises per
capita income by about 0.25 per cent.

-t9 See Jeong and Townsend (2004) who indicate the sources of TFP growth during Thailand's 1976-1996 period of
structural change as occupational shift (technological change) and financial deepening.



development" [Knowles (2006, p. 21)], and inward FDI impacts positively on growth vIa a

number of mechanisms including technological knowledge transfers [Hansen and Rand (2005);

Razin (2002)].5<)Andersen and Gruen (1995) refer to Aschauer (1989a, 1989b) in relation to

public investment in the stock of capital and productivity increase.5l

The above points to policy advisory directions for investment in education for boosting human

capital formation; restructuring the environment in which business is transacted; enabling the

private sector to progressively engage in transformational (value-added) activities; and ensuring

that the FD I regulatory regime exhibits modal neutrality and market contestability and policy

coherence. 52 Clearly attention to changing the regulations that govern doing business, for

domestic and foreign investors alike, to render them free of rent-seeking behaviour would need

to be a policy priority. 53 In relation to property, a crucial policy advisory direction concerns the

regulatory environment in which property is legally registered and the ensuing rights can be

collateralised [De Soto (2003)], and subsequently used in transactional and/or transformational

economic activity.

To say that policy craft -- creating policy coherence out of the conflicting demands that arise due

to national objectives and obligations to international treaties, modal neutrality, market

contestability, as well as scaling and measuring the factors and variables which must be

considered in policy research and analysis -- is a challenge, is an understatement.'4

50 From a policy perspective, a great deal of effort is invested, for example, in inward FOI promotion and there are
several sources of organisational advisory, including ~HGA, UNCTAD, UNIDO, and World l\ssociation of
Investment Promotion Agencies (\V.AIPA). The fact that the (\X/AIPA) has over 200 members is an indication
of the implications of the importance of attracting FDI for policy craft.

51 Often, in terms of investment in education and (transport) infrastructure, it is found that, with respect to the
United States a 1 per cent increase in the stock of public capital increases private sector capital producti.vity by
0.4 per cent; and with respect to aggregate investment an increase of 1 per cent in capital stock per worker leads
to an increase in annual output growth per worker by 0.3 per cent

$2 tofodal neutrality describes policies that allow foreign investors to decide for themselves how best to serve the
markets they enter. I'vlarket contestability embodies the ability of both foreign and domestic investors to
compete on a level of playing field for factors of production. Policy coherence refers to the degree of internal
consistency of objectives, FDI policies and interpretation of policies, in their regulatory form, across a range of
issues and at different levels of government, and at different locations in the country.

53 The variables for policy attention include the transaction costs, that is, the time and costs for: starting a business;
dealing with licenses; employing workers; registering property; getting credit; protecting investors; paying taxes;
trading across borders (customs and excise); enforcing contracts; and dosing a business (see \Vorld Bank, Doing
Business: Bench marking business regulations, 2005, 2006, The World Bank Group, for a global comparison of
business transaction costs in different countries).

54 Policy and policy instruments, which can be generalised as incentives, obviously need to be crafted in relation to
overall economic development goals. Thus, different dimensions of incentives can be depicted. First incentives
can be either genera! or spec[jk (with a discretionary perspective). A second dimension is the durability of
incentives. Indeed, according to the country's priorities, incentives could be either pennanent or temporary.
However, pragmatically, policy and policy instruments related to incentives need to change in duration so as to
encourage the kinds of economic behaviour and industrial specialisation the country wants. And therefore it is
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However, econometrically, as every factor or variable has its own growth coefficient or elasticity,

policy makers (and countries) with limited resources should therefore concentrate their policy

formulation efforts on those factors and variables with the highest growth coefficients or

elasticities. As an illustrative example, given the role of FOI in growth, in rank order, with

respect to FD I [Christiansen (2004)J55as a driver of growth these are: (i) growth-competitiveness,

which combines macroeconomic and technology variables, with a FOI inflow elasticity of 0.63;

(il) economic freedom, combining government intervention, property rights, wages/prices and

regulation variables, with FOI inflow elasticity of 0.56; (ill) taxation and regulation, with a FOI

inflow elasticity of -0.50; (iv) quality of telecommunication services, with FOI inflow elasticity of

_0.28;56and (v) labour market regulation, with FOI inflow elasticity of -0.26.

Furthermore, it should be recalled that coefficients or elasticities have short- medium- and long-

term adjustments rates. These are some examples of the variables for policy design. Awareness

of such policy variable coefficients and elasticities (and the underlying measure of the particular

variable), allows policy makers to weigh the choices and options, ineluding the policy instruruents

available to them, in a systematic manner commensurate with resources obtainable in the

country. With reference to the above, a focus on the macroeconomic environment stability and

technology policies to increase the rates of innovation and transfer is necessary. In a similar

vein, harmonising taxation regulation across regional space would be a viable policy.

The purpose of the above illustrations, using FOI as one variable of growth, is to reveal the slow

nature of the adjustment process. Policy craft, levers and instruments require ultimately

resources to be applied to one, or more variable(s), in the environment of the national economy

for the selected variable(s) to change in the desired direction. Empirical growth-related studies

[Bourguignon (2002); Arora and Vamvakidis (2005)J pose the question "There is no doubt that

faster economic growth is associated with faster poverty reduction. But what is the

useful to think of policy and policy instruments as 'windows of opportunity' which open and close. Another
dimension exists at the geographic -- or spatial-- level since incentives can target economic activity either at a
national, a regional or a local level. Local incentives can be used to promote specific regions of a country that
are poorcr or in greater need of development (this is one example of the "non-actionable" subsidy approach
regarding regional development assistance for balanced growth). Further, incentives can be used respectively for
the whole emnomy or only to certain sedon or sub-sectors, according again to development strategy and the
specific needs of the country. Finally, at the ftnn level, incentives can focus either on all./inm, or only on .rpecijk
investOT.f.

55 For example, the FDI stock elasticities of GDP pcr capita range from 0.89 to 0.96 implying that a 10 pcr cent
increase in a country's GDP pcr capital would result in a 10 per cent increase in inward FDr stock. See
Christiansen (2004, pp. 32-37) for other FDI-clasticities (economic freedom, taxation, regulation, infrastructure,
human resources).

56 The measurement scale is from 1 to 5 representing increasing poor quality, hence the negative sign on regression
coefficient.
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corresponding elasticity?" [Bourguignon (2002, p. 1)]. It turns out that, as with the illustrations

on FDI above, the 'gearings', tend to be modest, notwithstanding the fact that the nexus

between growth and poverty and its reduction is far from straightforward. Policy advisory

directions that encourage policy makers to go for growth in order to reduce poverty should take

into consideration the fmding that, for example, "a one per cent increase in mean income or

consumption expenditures in the population reduces the proportion of people living below the

poverty line (US$ 1/ day) by 3 per cent" lop. cit. p. 1] (assuming the country in question has the

resources to stimulate the required increase in income).

Bourguignon (2002) does not prescribe what should be done to promote growth, but taking into

consideration earlier indications of the determinants of growth [Fischer (1993)]", even the effort

to create a one per cent increase in consumption would be a challenge for resource-constrained

DCs. Furthermore, according to Bourguignon (2002, p. 12), "a growth spell leading to an annual

2.7 per cent rise in mean income ... increases poverty reduction by some 3 percentage points

annually. "

Bearing in mind that industrial growth, socio-economic development and poverty reduction are

ultimately generational, and therefore the requisite policies must be appropriately configured,

calibrated and switched in time and space, it is sobering to note that according to Rogers (2003,

p. 112) "it is worth pointing out the implications of small differences in per capita growth rates.

A 0.6 per cent growth rate will not even double GDP per capita over 100 years: A 2 per cent

growth rate will raise GDP per capita by 7.4 times over the same period." How challenging

these rates may be for (especially lower income) DCs to achieve and sustain, ,#eris paribus, is

indicated by Rodrik (2004, p.14) that, despite the higher than expected frequency of occurrence

of growth accelerations (increase in growth of or above 2 percentage points), most growth

accelerations" "were not sustained" for a sample of 110 countries over 1957-1992."

Furthermore, for the period 1960-1999 Arora and Vamvakidis (2005, p. 10) conclude that "a 1

percentage point increase in South African economic growth is correlated with a Yz - %

57 For a comprehensive view of growth regression explanatory variables, and their sign and significance, see
Tsangarides (2005) for how different empirical approaches (and authors) can fUld, in some instances, differing
results for the same variable.

58 It should be noted that these gtowth accelerations ate "higWy unptedictable" [Rodrik (2004), p. 17)].
59 The difficulties inherent in the challenge are illustrated by Tahari et a1. (2004, p.1) who, in looking for sources of

growth in sub-Saharan Africa, find that the "average annual growth in the region, at 3 '12 per cent during 1997-
2002, is less than half of the estimated growth needed to halve the fraction of population living below $1 per day
between 1990 and 2015." Furthermore Tahari et al. (2004) point, inter alia, to the need for better institutions
and human capital development.
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percentage point increase in growth in the rest of Africa."w In terms of catching up, Lewis

(2004b) makes the sobering statement "even if poor countries grew at the extraordinary rate of 7

per cent a year, it would take them SO years to catch up. At current rates, it would take them a

couple of centuries - if they ever did." lop. cit. p. 2, on-line version]" Together, these

coefficients, elasticities and figures pose serious challenges to policy formulation and advice.

Given the complexities involved in crafting policies for competitive growth," it is natural that

some of the reservations regarding the policy factors and variables outlined above are addressed

before going on to look at some aspects of structural change and productivity (which drives

aggregate economic growth from the microeconomic level). First, growth patterns for individual

countries and growth accelerations, as analysed by Rodrik (2004), are quite unpredictable. And,

despite the link, for instance, between low inflation and growth, according to Fischer (1993,

Table II, p. 32) during the period 1961-1988 several countries experienced greater than 5 per

cent annual growth for a year or more when the inflation rate was above SO per cent. By the

same token according to Fischer (1993, p. 20) while "countries that are able to reduce the

inflation rate in a sustainable way can on average expect higher growth to follow ... there is

nothing in that argument that contradicts the view that controlling inflation will help restore

17

th ,,63grow. The difficulties of attempting to prescribe policies, over and above the general

principles, even when contingent specificities are known are amplified by Fischer's (1993, p. 21)

statement "It is clearly possible to sustain large deficits for some time, with the assistance of high

savings rates and financial repression (and grow).""

It is reasonable to signify that the foregoing sketches the broad policy directions regarding

economic growth. Before moving to look at some of the dynamics of productivity growth as

drivers of economic growth which also point to policy, it is useful to reflect on the very long-

term record of economic growth. Rogers (2003), in his survey of economic growth, reviews the

60 The gravitational effects of growth have not been a focus when considering factors and variables of policy
advisory directions, however, vcry clearly, there is a regional as well as a global dimension to policy factors and
variables, and hence advisory directions,

61 And this assumes that the advanced industrialiscd countries would have either very modest growth rates or very
low growth rates.

62 See, for example, the EU Lisbon Agenda to make the European Union a ·competitive and dynamic knowledge-
driven economy by 2010.

63 For a fuller explanation of the subtleties involved vis-a-vis growth within high deficits and inflation using
indexation, see Dornbusch and Fischer (1993).

6~ Any discrepancy that this earlier statement may evoke regarding, for example, the situation of the United States
(currently low savings rates, high deficits and grourth) would need to be viewed through the binoculars of United
States productivity growth and foreign investment in the United States [Gordon (2004); Jorgenson and Stiroh
(2000); Gras (2006a, 2006b)J.



empirical evidence and highlights: investment and finance banking development and stock

markets as conducive to growth (notwithstanding the issue of causality); human capital (with

education as key);" macroeconomic factors and the role of government in providing public

goods;'" rule of law; international openness (which permits knowledge exchange and learning);

and technology. These factors, and their associated policy-instruments, are seen as determinant~

of growth.

Concerning the technology factor, as pointed out earlier by Lall (1992), technical know-how and

learning are difficult, and the absorptive capacity and enabling conditions that support learning,

within the DC in question are crucial to the technology transfer which is important in innovation

and productivity."7 It is worth noting that the change in theoretical view from neo-classical

models to endogenous growth models has widened the horizon for factors and variables which

determine national economic and industrial advance. Nevertheless, according to Rogers (2003,

p. 129) the endogenous growth model "cannot, on its own, guide policy." This poses further

challenges to policy makers and policy advice especially with respect to LDCs. As far as Africa is

concerned "expensive investment goods, low levels of education, poor health, adverse

geography, closed economies, too much public expenditure (on the wrong things) and too many

military conflicts are seen as the key explanations of the economic tragedy." [Artadi and Sala-I-

Martin (2003, Abstract)] Herein lies exemplary policy advice."

4. Micro-levelConsiderations

The challenges for policy craft and advice continue at the level of industrial economics and the

firm. Although the orientation may change from concern with the economy as a whole to

concerns about which sectors experience concentration and which are subject to dispersal and

firm survival, nonetheless policy guidance from government authorities is still required to steer

(is Rogers (2003) emphasizes the empirical difficulties in measuring hwnan capital, which should ideally include
formal schooling time but also quality measures as well as non-fonnallearning activities and behaviour.

(,6 In this respect the \XTorldBank Research Report of 1993, The East Asian .r-,'lit'.tcle:Economic Growth and Public
Policy, highlights the efficacies of policy interventions - but cautions that "the variety of institutions, and the
variations in policies among the HPAEs does not allow a model (of rapid growth with equity) to be developed."
lop. cit. Abstract]. However, the report points to broad based human capital, good macroeconomic
development, and limited price distortions as the basis for growth.

67 There is a vast amount of literature on the role of innovation and technology which is beyond the scope of this
paper. However TFP growth rates are correlated with both domestic and foreign R&D [Rogers (2003)].

6R However, such pohcy advice, as would be pertinent to sub-Saharan African countries, would need to take into
consideration a historical and political economy context that in turn would inform the said advice. See Giovanni
Arrighi, 2002, The African Crisis: \Vorld Systemic and Regional Aspects, New Left Review, Vol. 15, i\'1ay-June,
pp. 7-10,30-31, in particular [Giovanni Arrighi.is Professor of Soc.iology at Johns Hopkins Univers.ity].
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aggregate fu:m~leve1activity for increasing productivity.'" This is the point at which industrial

policy, in its various guises, comes to the fore. 70 !)cspite enormous interest in, and resources

directed to, productivity measurement and analysis," the subject raises controversial issues, yet

seems to be the pivot on which success in growth and industrialisation depends.

Before looking at productivity issues for policy advisory, it is germane to review briefly drivers of

industrial performance ~~as these signal "underlying structural factors" of industrial success [Lall

(2003, pp. 1, 12] and enable productivity changes to take secure root at the fu:m level. In turn,

this allows competition to maximise returns and utility."

Lall (2003) points to 1'01, technological effort (in terms of domestic R&O), skills, infrastructure,

and licensing as the key structure of industrial performance. Policy craft therefore would need to

increase the value of the variables that are associated with these factors. And, as industrial

growth and development are the concerted outcome of rational economic activity by economic

agents ~~fu:ms and entrepreneurs ~~policy makers would need to pay close attention to those

variables which condition the domestic business climate and commercial environment and

enable businesses to senrice customers and create value without punitive transaction costs

[World Bank (2005, 2006)].

The considerable econOmic and industrial policy effort directed to enhancing productivity is

neatly summed up by Krugman (1990, p. 9) "productivity isn't everything, but in the long run it

is almost everything." However, the statement docs not readily disclose the inherent difficulties

and controversies associated with producti,-ity which, of course, influence debate and policy
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W \Xlhile the individual manager is concerned with company survival, the government (notwithstanding political
considerations and lobby pressures) is primarily concerned with ensuring a dynamic rate of sectoral entry and
exit that advances the overall efficiency and competitiveness of the sector. This has implications for technical
cooperation given to a particular sector - in that increasing the rate of dynamism may have temporary and
permanent labour impacts, which require other policies to mitigate the social consequences.

70 It is not \v;thout reason that, following the performance of the Japanese economy during the 19605 and 1970s,
and the stagnation of the 1980s, the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City annual economic symposia in 1983
and 1992 focused respectively on "Industrial Change and Public Policy" and "Policies for Long-run Economic
Growth".

71 The United States has no less than SL'X official government departments involved in this activity; Bureau of
Economic Analysis; Congressional Budget Office; Council of Economic Advisors; Bureau of Labour Statistics;
General Accounting Office; and the Federal Reserve. Several leading institutions in the industrialised countries
carry research programmes on productivity. The subject is regularly discussed in leading financial press.

72 Porter's (1990, p-xiii) view of within industry competition is "the particular industry .. is where competitive
advantage is either won or lost", and it is the pace and dynamics of competition that detennines whether the
economy is internationally competitive or not (this is notwithstanding the continuing debate on what is
competitiveness?). For a view on the competing notions of competitiveness see, for example, EzeaIa-Harrison
(2005), Levy (2005) and Flint (2000).



advisory directions, for example, towards removing the legislative formalities and regulations that

.. d . " Th . . . 174maintatn protectc mterests.· ese controverSies are not trivia.

Returning to the macro-level momentarily, on the one hand, Felipe" (1997, Abstract) concludes,

perhaps unexpectedly, after a critical survey, that "the theoretical problems underlying the notion

of the TFP are so significant that the whole concept should be discarded; the TFP growth

estimates are contentions: they vary significantly, even for the same country and time period,

depending on assumptions and data sources."" In only lirnited ways does this view reflect an

earlier empirical view [Young (1994, Abstract)] that "while the growth of output and

manufacturing exports III the newly industrializing economies of East Asia is virtually

unprecedented, the growth of total factor productivity in these economies is not." A similar

view is expressed by Krugman (1994) regarding growth in East Asia. The misgivings over

concern with productivity" are neatly encapsulated by Sarel (1996, p. 21) in the analysis of

growth in East Asia as "the study does not offer clear and conclusive results nor does it make

clear policy recommendations ... it is far from clear what specific policies governments should

pursue, beyond the standard set of policies aimed at getting the basics right."

It is fair to say that the controversies may not have died down ,vith respect to production and

productivity measurements.'" On the other hand, there is an enduring focus on productivity"

that continues to provide markers for policy advisory [Lewis (2004a)] and is of concern to

73 See hlartin Wolf, Competition would overthrow the tyranny of vested inte"rests, Financial Times,
18/January /2006, p. 15 for a penetrating view on some of the key issues. The obstacles highlighted as standing
in the way of competition, and hence productivity growth, are seen as a combination of "incumbent businesses,
corrupt bureaucrats and politicians, possessors of sinecures, protected workers in formal employment, and
beneficiaries of government subsidies."; and James :r.hnyika, The coming imperative for the world's knowledge
economy, Financial Times, 16/~lay 12006, p. 13 for a view of the increasing role of "tacit interactions" in
productivity growth.

74 For a technical view see I-Iulten (2000).
75 Senior Economist, Economics and Research Dept., Asian Development Bank, l\Janila, Philippines.
76 See, for example, Forstner and lsaksson (2002) in which different statistical techniques can yield differing results.
77 See Stefan Stem, It is time to end our unproductive ftxation with productivity, Financial Times, 111 April/2006,

p. 10 which indicates some difftculties of the concern with measurement in relation to quality and public sector
productivity, for example.

78 In a series of articles by Felipe, and others, (2005, 2005, 2003, 2001) take issue with the measurement challenges
involved. TIlls followed a refutation by Krugman (1994) in the Asian Wall Street Journal by J. Felipe, \Vhy
Krugman is wrong, 18/l\larchl 1997, p. 8. It should be noted that this refutation was at a time just before the
onset of the Asian Economic Crisis in mid-1997 [Bartels and Pass (2000, pp. 280-303)] when the ills of Asia
were blamed on precisely the attributes and policy interventions that earlier were considered vital for growth [See
Rodrik (2004, Table 2, p. 6) East Asian Anomalies].

79 In addition to government departments, a munber of institutions have programmes on productivity. A key
word search (productivity) in the ProQuest Social Science Journal data base yields over 6,000 various scholarly
articles on the subject. Since 1980 the l\kKinsey Global Institute has produced over 200 reports on productivity
including the major study (2001) on United States Productivity Growth 1995-2000. The UNCT1\D Least
Developed Countries Report 2006 mentions productivity over 300 times.
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governments.") Lewis (2004b) persuasively, but provocatively, indicates that the orientation of

policy for growth should move from conventional wisdom's exclusive focus on the factors of

production (including technological infrastructure, capital markets, education, health; and the

policy prescriptions of the 'Washington Consensus' [Rodrik (2004, p. 12)] -- important as they

are) towards a focus on undistorted competition in product markets for the benefit of serving

consumers and their interests. The principle arguments are that first, "competition is the

mechanism that helps more productive and efficient companies expand and take market share

from less productive ones .... Consumers benefit as companies offer better goods at lower

prices" [Lewis (2004b, p. 3, on-line version)]. Secondly, "The main obstacles to economic

growth in poor countries are the many policies that distort competition." lop. cit. p. 4, on-line
• K1verslOn].

In this argument, in which primacy seems to be given to economic advancement through

competition to enable the consumption of 'goods', a holistic view of industrial development and

policy advisory could not ignore the production, and externalities and involuntary consumption
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of 'bads' [Dunning (2005, 2006); Braithwaite (2005)].. In Lewis' (2004b) view policy advisory

direction points unambiguously towards removing barriers to competition (reflective of the

World Bank (2005, 2006) doing business prescriptions) for gtowth to occur. The shift from the

Washington Consensus (despite the shrinking policy space) deserves attention as, in many cases,

the structural adjustment programmes of the 1980s and 1990s, and their inbuilt policies, did not

deliver expected results [Cornia (1991); Rodrik (2004)].

For Van Reenen (2005) policies to boost capabilities in the form of human capital -- especially

the management aspect," and at the bottom end of the labour market -- as well as R&D are the

most crucial. This is a critical policy issue as the increasing technological nature of work -- and

gO For example, the EU's Lisbon Agenda.
\'\1 Lc\\-;s (2004a) provides a number of illustrations and examples of market distorting measures in both

industnaliscd and developing countries and advocates policy advisory that shifts the balance of policy more to
consumer interests over producer (and special interest groups) interests by removing protectionist measures.

112 The l\IcKinscy (2001) report on United States productivity growth lays emphasis on improved management and
management systems as key in wholesale and retail sectors especially, as well as in securities markets~ industrial
equipment (computer manufacturing), electronics (semiconductors) and telecoms. It is arguable that the
performance of these sectors is a long-run consequence of United States advantages built up, during and after
\\!orld War II [Gordon (2004)] as a consequence of specific policies. Examples of such policies that have
worked well for the United States are: investments in manufacturing standards; engineering education and
production management; and defence research grants directed towards leading universities (the results of which
are diffused rapidly into the civilian economy).



especially that of 'knowledge-workers'83 -- is demanding increasingly higher matching skills (and

vice versa) [Lewis (2006)]. Clearly, policy advisory must therefore be in the direction of broad-

based education which oughr to include attention to management as well as technical training

and up-grading workers' skills in order to increase labour market mobility."

Pissarides (2005) looks for policy insights by examining barriers to factor mobility and the impact

of tax regulations, and finds that barriers move economic activity in the opposite direction to

TFP. Therefore, to speed up structural change, policy should be oriented to removing barriers

to: enterprise start-up" and labour entry into services." The Kok report (2004, p. 6) concludes

that (for the European Union) there are five areas of policy directions: making R&D "a top

priority and promoting the use of information and communication technologies"; completing

the internal market to enable freer intra-regional factor movement in goods and services,"

"reducing the administrative burden" on business; "developing strategies for lifelong learning";

and "spreading eco-innovations". These policy directions can, and should, be adopted and

adapted to suit the circumstances of DCs.

According to Pack (2000), in addition to the macroeconotnlc variables responsible for

differences ill productivity across countries (already mentiDned ill Part 3), ftrtn's own

investments in learning and worker tJ:aining is crucial. With respect to industrial policy, Pack

(2000, p. 63) concludes, comparing Japan and the Republic of Korea, that regarding industrial

success "the simplest explanation is that policies in both countries included significant

competition, whether by holding "contests', as in Japan (Stiglitz 1996), or by linking preferential

83 Drucker (1967, p. 5) anticipated the policy requi.rements in this area by indicating that "productivity for the
knowledge worker means the ability to get the right things done. It means effectiveness. \\Tho is an executive?
Every knowledge "vorker in modern organization is an "executive" if, by virtue of his position or knowledge, he
is responsible for a contribution that materially affects the capacity of the organization to perform and obtain
results." As recently as 2006, the policy implications of equipping economies with knowledge-workers through
business education were highlighted by Glenn Hubbard, Dean of Columbia Business School and chairman of
the U. S. Council of Economic Advisors (2001-2003) in an op-ed piece "Do not undervalue the impact of
business education", Financial Times, 28/June/2006.

il--I As an example of a comprehensive view of the policies that can be ndopted, see the initiatives of Singapore's
\XTorkforce Development Agency established in 2003 to act as a catalyst and champion of workforce
development; and Thangavelu and \Vei (2006) for a summary of worker skills upgrading pmgranunes ava.ilable.

85 Again this points to making sure there ate progressive improvements in the variables that constrain business as
expressed, for example, in the \XTorld Bank Doing Business Data Base comparisons of 155 countries.

86 For example, a comparison of the United States and European Union seems to indicate that the United States
has been more successful in this aspect in that the expansion of jobs in United States drew in more \-vomen
proportionately than that in European Union.

S7 In this policy area, dearly the Des, especially those in Africa, have to address the serious problem of the
dysfunctional and poorly integrated regional trade blocs with multiple and overlapping memberships. Thus
"regional trade arrangements (RTAs) in Africa have been ineffective in promoting trade and foreign direct
investment." [Yang and Gupta (2005, p. 1, p. 11)].
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interest rates and tariffs on imported good to success in export markets, as in Korea. Firms thus

had strong incentives to improve productivity." Some of the policies involved may now fall

within the framework of the World Trade Organization of "actionable" subsidies (an example of

the shrinking space for policy options which the DCs face) as a consequence of successive trade

round agreements.

The policy implications are that DCs have to design policy instruments geared to "non-

actionable" subsidies. These are in the areas of: R&D assistance to firms and knowledge-based

institutions;" regional development assistance for balanced growth; and environmental

protection assistance to enable firms to comply with higher operational standards with respect to

the environment [Ayala and Gallagher (2005)]. This dovetails with policy recommendations by

UNCTAD (2006, p.3) to LDCs that "productive capacities should be at the heart of

development and poverty reduction policies." This policy stance seeks to "get behind the

abstract aggregates of the neoclassical growth models ... by focusing on the reality of production

... which can hclp policy makers, particularly in poor countries, gain a better view of how to

start, sustain and accelerate economic growth." fop. cit. p. 76].

UN CTAD (2006, p. 291) proposes a nested or multilevel approach to policy advisory.89 In

addition to the macroeconomic policies for stability, policy orientation for LDCs should focus

on "meso-level production structures and institutions as well as micro-level capabilities and

incentives"; promoting entrepreneurship; and "a strategic approach to global integration". It is

perhaps at the micro-level that the major weaknesses, which hinder policy formulation in DCs,

are visible. DCs are generally weak on a number of fronts simultaneously: first, barely sufficient

transport, distribution and logistics infrastructure and technology;''' secondly, in terms of the

feeble organisational and transactional links between the commercial sector (which is usually

oligopolistic in the distribution and structure of its firms) and their capital and fmancial markets

(which are usually small, illiquid and isolated from international fmancial markets);" and thirdly,

Rll The 2004 Rand Corporation Study - The 21~t Century at \X!ork, shows the proftle of United States' patents
granted as accelerating, deepening and widening during the period 1900-2000. See Karoly and Panis (2004).

89 Recognising the disappointments of first- and second-generation reforms [HvIF (1999); Rodrik (1996)] the
UNCTAD report indicates the need for policies that encourage domestic investment while ensuring that
capacity in the agricultural sector is expanded. It should be noted here that in 1999 UNIDO called for a third
generation of reforms and policies oriented to the private sector in DCs (ONIDO 8th Session General
Conference).

91l See Technological Divide, The Economist, 22/June/2000.
91 In many instances of privatisation of state assets during the 1990s local capital and financial markets were unable

to handle the operation thus missing out on growth opportunities. See, for example, Bortolotti et a1 (2003)
indicating that the success of privatisation (one of the first-generation policies of reform) has been limited in
DCs with less developed capital markets; and Parker and Kirkpatrick (2005).
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the nature of demand conditions and factors [porter (1990)] is fragile and fragmented with small

domestic markets that are unsophisticated in their product/services preferences, and tend to be

isolated from regional and sub-regional markets.

Policy advisory would need to emphasise a sub-regional approach to linking urban centres and

nodal points in the rural environment with communications infrastructure. Additionally useful is

strengthening transactional linkages through greater emphasis on regional and sub-regional trade.

A related policy advisory is orie~ted towards reducing tariffs92 to enable any latent or nascent

vertical intra-industry trade to develop sub-regionally. Policy would also need to focus on

f1l1ancialintermediation geared to small loan schemes. According to UNCTAD (2006, p. 298)

"The new industrial policy essentially perceives the state as a facilitator of learning and a provider

of regulatory framework that can accommodate a system of ensured private IPRs, attract FDI

through fiscal incentives and indirect subsidies, and improve market governance by removing

bottlenecks and correcting market failures." 93

It is worth emphasising that the policy advisory directions portrayed require time to design and

implement (and adjust during implementation) [Card and Freeman (2002)]. In Card and

Freeman (2002) reference is made to a number of country comparison indices and rankings. It is

important to mention here that in these rankings" are to be found not only relevant policy

variables -- from which the DC in question can choose what it sees fit to monitor with respect to

its macro- and micro-economic environment, and attempt to adjust the selected variables

through policy craft -- bur also a comparison with its neighbouring, and competitor, countries.

92 See HvlF, Global Trade Liberalization and the Developing Countries, Issues Brief, 01/08, November 2001 for an
indication of the tendency of DCs to have relatively high tariffs -- as a source of government revenue because of
low tax base and collection inefficiencies -- which mitigate against intra-regional trade; and C~ang (200Sb) for
the policy conundrum as to why DCs need relatively high tariffs. According to The Globalisation Institute, from
1983 to 2003 SSA reduced its average tariffs from 22.1 per cent to 17.7 per cent in comparison with OEeD
reduction from 23.7 per cent to 3.9 per cent; and 55A imposed an average tariff of 34 per cent on agricultural
goods from other African countries and 21 per cent on other products (See Andrew 1.htchell, A Pan-African
Trading Area, 25/July/2006, The Globalisation Institute).

9.) Attracting inward FDI can be viewed in policy terms as a business 'make' or 'buy' decision. It may be relatively
easier to import what amounts to a domestic industry than to make a home-grown domestic industry. But, of
course, there may be lost opportunities to learn in former case.

9.t See A. 1'. Kearney, 2005, FDI ConJidence Index, Global Business Policy Council, vohllne 8; 1\. T. Kearney, 2005
Global Retail Development Index; A. 1'. Kearney, 2004, 1\. T. Kearney's 2004 Offshore Location Attractiveness
Index: 1.faking Offshore Decisions, Chicago; Fraser Institute, Economic Freedom of the \Vorld; 2005 Annual
Report, Vancouver; Heritage Foundation, 2006, 2006 Index of Economic Freedom; I.p.-ill, 2006, The World
Competitiveness Yearbook 2006, Geneva; Transparency International, 2005 Corruption Perceptions Index,
Berlin; UNDP, 2005, Human Development Report, New York; UNIDO, 2002, Industrial Development Report
2002/2003: Competing through Innovation and Learning, Vienna: UNIDO; \'VEF, 2006 Global
Competitiveness Report 2005-2006 Geneva; World Bank, Doing Business in 2005, 2006, Washington D.C.:
IBRD/\Vorld Bank/OUP. See also Countryrisk.com for various country analysis reports which use a variety of
indices to compare and contrast countries across dimensions from export to sovereign risk for example.
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This can bc useful for policy makers in DCs to navigate their way through the many policy

variables and options.

Returning briefly to the issue of diminishing policy space, it is worth recalling the kind of trade

and industrial policies adopted in the history of industrial development by other countries,

notably the United Kingdom and United States, for policy insights [Shafaeddin (1998)]." If

industrial policy, at the micro-level, amounts to a set of choices pertaining to industrial sector

variables that, for some welfare or strategic (or other) reasons are deemed important enough to

warrant alteration by government intervention, then a serious question is evoked. Docs

industrial policy work? Given the enormous volume of academic research on business,

economics and industry, a fraction of which has been touched upon herein, Pack and Saggi

(2004, p. 1) conclude a rather unexpected answer that "overall, there appears to be little empirical

support for an activist government policy even though market failures exist that can, in principle,

justify the use of industrial policy." This view is in contrast to Fagerberg and Srholec (2005) and

Kok (2004) and runs counter to other arguments [Chia (2005)]. In the argument over the answer

to the question, docs industrial policy work? It is worth quoting in extenso Lance Taylor,

Arnhold Professor of International Cooperation and Development and Director, Center for

Economic Policy Analysis at The New School for Social Research, Washington, D. C.

"I refer to Martin Wolf's review of Edmund Phelps' Nobel lecture ("European

corporatism needs to embrace market-led change", January 24, 2007). It is true that

big European economies did not play the leading role in the information technology

revolution, but that was not due to corporatism as Prof Phelps argues. It was the

result of American industrial (essentially Defence Department) policy operating over

five decades of history ...... Largely through public (read Defence) support of leading

corporations the US took three big steps: development of programming and computer

systems for national security purposes (concentrated on IBM), transistors (Bell Labs),

and creation of the internet (initially for the military in the Pentagon's Advanced

Research Projects Agency Network, Arpanet). ..... Prof Phelps ignores history.

Industrial policy sets the stage for corporate structure and responses, not the other

way round."

["Postwar industrial policy set stage for US progress in IT", Lance Taylor,

Letter to the Financial Times, 26 January 2007, p. 12]

95 See also, New Development Threats and Promises, Queen Elizabeth House's 50th Anniversary Conference, 4-5
July 2005, Oxford, U. K. especially Westphal's (2005) paper on obstacles to industrial policy in DCs.
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5. Some Concluding Remarks

Growth and industry and development, in the broadest sense, compnse a concerted and

synergistic set of activities that are much more than the factors and variables exposed and

discussed herein." The factors and variables indicated, for every country and economy, have

historical signatures that influence and moderate the extent to which they can be manipulated by

policies and associated instruments. Perhaps these signatures provide clues as to why there is a

persistent pattern to economic development and why economic change, that is capable of

becoming systematised and socially embedded, is inherently a long-run problem."

According to Thorbecke (1999, pp. 1-2) (worth quoting in extenso)

"After a half century of development experience, there is a broad consensus

regarding the major strategic elements of that (sic) contributed to poverty retreating

faster in some regions or countries than in others. These elements are 1) a rapid

poverty reduction has been much more likely to occur in countries and periods

characterized by rapid economic growth; 2) an outward orientation and a strategy of

export-led growth, based on labor intensive manufacturers is particularly conducive to

poverty alleviation; 3) emphasizing agricultural and rural development at an early stage

and encouraging the adoption of Green Revolution technologies contribute to

productive employment creation and lower food prices thereby benefiting the poor; 4)

investment in physical infrastructure and human capital which adds to the resource

endowment of the poor unskilled households; 5) institutions that provide the right set

of incentives to farmers and entrepreneurs such as property rights and a reliable and

transparent judicial system and, finally; 6) social policies to promote health and

education (particularly female primary education) and social capital as well as minimal

safety nets to help protect not only the chronically poor but also those households

caught in transient poverty."

% "Theliterature review hereio of the leading artides has barely scratched the surface of the vast subject area - key
word searches (economic development; developing countries) in the web page of the bookseller Amazon U. K.
yield over 23,000 and over 10,000 book results, respectively.

97 The long-run view indicates that new technologies reduce the transaction costs of distance and increase returns
from transformational activities; "national policy choices may be critical determinants of the extent of
international economic integration"; and social dislocation is associated with development [Remarks by
Chairman Ben S. Bernanke at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City 13th Annual Economic Symposium,
"The New Economic Geography: Effects and Policy Implications", 25-26/ August/2006.]ackson Hole,
WyomingJ.
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However, despite such a consensus, the persistence of a variety of gaps between the

industrialised economies and the developing countries attests to the difficulties of policy craft

and evokes questions about the workability of whatever may be designed in the name of policy

advisory and policy consensus. What has been reviewed indicates that the various insights are,

relatively speaking, unchanging -- they are not that new -- but warrant repeating. Nevertheless, it

is up to leadership in each country to devise the means by which the factors and variables of

growth, industry and development are crafted for the benefit and advancement of the majority of

citizens (political difficulties and pressures and lack of resources notwithstanding).

To a degree, mainstream econonuc literature on growth shies away from confronting the

difficulties associated with the managerial and social and cultural dimensions of development."

Geo-political economy and its influence on development factors and variables have remained

outside the scope of this review - but clearly they matter too. Also the issue of the different

dimensions of leadership -- as indispensable factors in economic development -- arc not

mentioned as often as perhaps they should in the economic literature of industrial development.

Clearly, management and the managerial qualities of leadership in a developing country matter

immensely [Chia (2005); te Vclde (2001), Ayittey (1999, 1992)].

In this respect, while there may be several examples of development policies and trajectories

which have 'worked', from a policy management and the managerial perspective, policy makers

in many developing countries could benefit from first, closely examining the growth and industry

and development policy experience of Singapore iLee (1998, 2000)]," and secondly, taking on

board the directions articulated by Jolly et al. (2004).""

The contending policy advisory directions presented above, by and large, have dealt with some

of the key 'hard' factors and variables of growth, industry and development. However, the long-

98 Perhaps a notable exception is J\Jancur Olson (1971, 1984) who points out the difficulties in obtaining collective
behaviour without well-considered selective incentives (and disincentives), and the consequences this has for
national development.

99 The experience of Singapore -- a once developing country -- is salutary. In 1960, the opinion of Albert
Winsemius was anything but favourable. However, in rccognising the quality that "her greatest asset is the high
aptitude of her people to work ..... " [See Kees 1'amboer, 1996, Albert \'\Iinsemius: 'Founding Father' of
Singapore, The International Institute for Asian Studies, IIl\SN, No.9, Summer] policy advisory and
recommendations, not very different from what has been captured in the literature review, were able to take root
and produce the outstanding results of development of which ahnost everyone is now familiar.

lOll Jolly and his co-authors trace the mainstream development ideas in action over four development decades.



term transformation of a particular society IS also dependent on 'soft' factors and variables.

While these 'soft' factors and variables may not be as easily subject to formal econometric and

mathematical analyses as they relate to qualities of the human condition, cultural dynamics and

social exchange, they are nevertheless amenable to rigorous social science analysis.

Stewart (2006) points out that the dynamics involved in government reform of unregulated

markets and the recent return to deregulated markets or increased liberalisation require social

systems with the capacity and ability to mitigate the negative social consequences of structural

adjustment. This in turn necessitates legislatures and political decision-making capable of

handling the legal intricacies of social security."" In many respects, the judicial capability and

integrity of the legal system, reflects the 'soft' factor of social capital which encapsulates the

notion of trust. Although difficult to model and analyse precisely, according to Barrett (1997)

and Lall (2002), social capital and trust influence economic development. These social and

behavioural factors affect the process and characteristics of structural adjustment in so far as,

"the ability of a society to make progress with ideas and objects depends to an important degree

in closing any trust gaps it acquires from difficult episodes in its history." [Barrett (1997, p. 560)]

And social capital, which "comprises the ability of individuals in a group to form rclationships of

trust, cooperation and common purpose" [Lall (2002, p. 3)], is necessary to assist in overcoming

fragmentation"12 as well as the "pervasive market and institutional failures holding back the

supply response of many developing economies (Stiglitz, 1996, 1998)" [op. cit. p. 3]. Trust is

crucial to overcoming moral hazard, opportunism and the problems of information asymmetries

in market failure, as well as principal-agent relationslll3

Trust (and increasing levels of trust) lead to: a lowering of sunk costs; reduced uncertainty;

moderated downside risks of investment in economic activity (which cannot be performed in

isolation); increased rates of learning through greater exchange of ideas; increased returns within

path dependent processes;"14closing of idea gaps; and increased transnational and cross-border

101 Des are relatively weak in their legislatures and legislative processes. See Lippman and Errunert (1997) and the
Failed States Index 2006 (The Fund for Peace,) in particular, the variables "Criminalization and delegitimization
of the State" and "Progressive deterioration of public services" which show the relative positions of the Des
and les with respect to capabilities which determine whether legislatures have integrity or not.

102 The extent of socia-linguistic, ethnographic, socia-cultural and, belief systems homogeneity or heterogeneity.
103 However, not all social capital as deftned by Lall (2002) is desirable as it can lead to exclusion and/or 'bads'

through criminal activities.
104 As history matters and conflict increases perceptions of downside risks so trust is required to dispel

apprehensions that hold back recovery. In this sense, a recent example of trust at work is the South African
Truth and Reconciliation process after 1994 (fhe Truth and Reconciliation Conunission of South Africa Report,
21 March 2003).
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heavily conditioned by irreversible history." [Barrett (1997, p. 564)] The development

flows of factor inputs [Barrett (1997, pp. 557-559)]. The challenges regarding trust as a policy

variable are due to the fact that trust lies largely outside the control of policy makers, as there are

mores and underlying moral and cultural, as well as ethical factors to trust. It is also that "trust is

inherently more difficult to accumulate that either objects or ideas, because unlike investment in

capital or knowledge, investment in healthy interpersonal relations requires coordination and is

implications of trust therefore centre on the quality of leadership and governance, and crucially

whether or not the State is kleptocratic.

A second major 'soft' factor or variable appears to be management, illS specifically development

management -- meaning deliberate public action and efforts for progress (over and above the

historical change process) -- which is aimed not only at economic advancement but also perhaps

more importantly at developing human potential.lIIG In attempting to manipulate this factor, the

policy maker is confronted with formulating coherent policy in the face of value-judgements and

conflicting social aims (emanating from the needs of different groups and stakeholders).1II7

A third major factor, which arguably has both 'hard' and 'soft' qualities, is education or human

capital.lII' The 'hard' aspect has been dealt with earlier. The 'soft' feature -- human capital -- is

intricately linked with social capital [Ostrom and Ahn (2003)], due to the networks, relationships

and beliefs at work in society.

All these factors -- social capital, trust, management and human capital -- are intertwined and

difficult to separate. However, with respect to trust, it seems that "ethnic homogeneity is

associated with higher levels of human and infrastructure capital accumulation" [Easterly (2000,

p. 24)]. This is reflected in the UNDP Human Development Index [UNDP (2005)]. And the

thorny issue of culture's consequences and influences [Hofstede (2001)] is yet another 'soft'

factor in development, which seems to lie outside the immediate grasp of policy makers.lO'

105 !vIanagement differs across countries and the differences matter for productivity (see remarks by Chairman S.
Bcrnanke at the J\nT 2006 Commencement, 9 June 2006).

JO(, In the sense of self-actualisation after }..faslow's (1943) needs of human motivation.
107 The more fragmented a society the more difficult is the process of creating coherence (see Goldstone et aI.,

2005, Political Instability Task Force Phase V Findings, 2005, A Global Forecasting j\{odel of Political
Instability, for the relationship between diversity, social coherence and regime type).

lO8 Strictly, these are not equivalent but education leads to human capital, which is a broader concept that
encapsulates an aggregate social ability to learn and apply the results of learning [see Sianesi and van Reenen
(2002)1·

109 The UN Research Institute for Social Development has a project theme "Culhue and Development" under its
programme area -- the social effects of globalisation -- which publishes extensively on culture and its relationship
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When linked with the lexicon of the development business it seems to increase the distance

between policy makers and policy (instruments) [Cornwall and Brock (2005)]. These soft issues

of growth and industry and development raise considerable policy challenges for policy makers

especially in DCs.

In terms of growth and productivity, much has been made of the performance of the United

States economy in comparison with the European Union since the mid-1990s,1111and what the

underlying factors and variables (from increased use of computing to better operations

management) of that performance imply for other countries. The methodological and

measurement difficulties of analysing economic performance have been alluded to. The extent

of these difficulties is indicated by contrasting conclusions. Jorgensen et a1. (2003, p. 468)

conclude that "the US productivity revival is likely to remain intact for the intermediate future"

whilc cautioning that "trend growth rates are subject to considerable uncertainty". Despite their

own earlier warning, Jorgensen et a1. (2004, p. 1) conclude that, with respect to United States

productivity "during the next decade, private sector productivity growth will continue at a rate of

2.6 per cent per year, a significant increase from their 2002 projection of 2.2 per cent growth."

And yet in 2006 the Financial Times, in its analysis of United States economy,l1! wrote "the US

productivity "miracle" - one of the defining economic developments of modern times - is

looking a shade less miraculous ..... following a series of revisions to recent historical data." The

latest estimates'!2 for productivity growth range from 1.6 to 2.5 per cent per year for the United

States economy - showing a lack of consensus on the issue of productivity measures.

to socia-economic development. See also UNESCO, 2001, Recognising Culture: A Series of Briefing Papers on
Culture and Development, Paris: UNESCO.

110 See Gordon (2004), Karoly and Parus (2004), McKinsey Global Institute (2001),]orgensen and Stiroh (2000).
III See, Danger Ahead: \'Vhy the US economic juggernaut may face a lower speed limit, Financial Times, 18 August

2006, p. 7.
112 From Goldman Sachs, JP 1\forgan Chase and 1.forgan Stanley.
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